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1. Which countries are part of the United Kingdom?

2. What does the word “capital” tell you in the phrase “capital city”?

 The name of a country ! The city where the parliament is !
 The biggest city in a country ! The place where the queen lives !
3. Why is London the capital city of the UK?

4. Do you think most of the people who speak Gaelic in Scotland live in big cities?

 Yes !   No !
 Explain your answer using ideas from this text.

5. Draw lines to match the languages spoken with the country.

 Gaelic and English Wales

 Irish and English Scotland

 Cornish and English Northern Ireland

 Welsh and English England

6. How is the weather in Scotland different from the weather in England, Northern Ireland and Wales?

 Scotland has four seasons. !	 Scotland is usually a bit colder. !
 Scotland is further north. !	 Scotland has more rain. !
7. Write a fact from the text about the weather of places in the west of the UK.

8. Write one fact from the text that is the same about the UK’s islands.

9. Put one tick in each row of the table to show whether the fact is true or false

True False

All laws are the same in all parts of the UK.

Cardiff is Welsh for ‘Capital City’.

Some people in Scotland speak Gaelic.

There are islands off the coast of each of the four countries in the UK.
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